Independence Trail
Minick & Simpson

*Independence Trail* is a reckoning of a family’s trek across our country in it’s centennial year. Inspired by journals from several young ladies of the time, it reflects on an imagined journey from the midwest to a new home in Oregon. Leaving their family farm and orchards on the Great Lakes and making for a new place of bounty near the Pacific, we fill this family’s landscape with the fabrics of the time. Domestic simplicity with the hope of an abundant future – these fabrics evoke the time and the inspiration of that journey.

moda
FYI:

MS 1201 or MS 1201G — Ellen’s Sewing Basket  Size: 88” x 88”

*14747 21  Bark

14741 14  Tonal Bark

*14746 14  Bark

14748 13  Slate

14743 13  Slate

*14740 33  Slate

*14742 23  Tonal Slate

minickandsimpson.com
minickandsimpson.blogspot.com
PSD 416P or PSD 416PG – Blueberries and Chocolate  
Size: 72” x 72”

*14743 24  Tonal Bark

*14741 11  Currant Bark

*14742 14  Bark

14745 24  Tonal Bark

14742 24  Tonal Bark

14740 34  Bark

14745 23  Bark Indigo
ISE 134 or ISE 134G—Oh My Stars  Size: 60” x 75”

MS 1202 or MS 1202G—Navaho Trade Blanket  Size: 54” x 72”
Independence Trail

24 Fabulous Wools! 54” – 100% Wool

reds 8 reds

blues 8 blues

order online 24 hrs. @ modafabrics.com
neutrals 8 neutrals

**Web Pattern**

Old Glory Wool Project
Size: 16” x 27”

**Independence Trail**

**Prints**

Skus: 40 Prints 44”-45” 100% Premium Cotton

Asst. 14740-15 – 15 Yards of Each
Asst. 14740-12 – 12 Yards of Each
Asst. 14740-10 – 10 Yards of Each
Asst. 14740-10H – 10 Yards of 21 Skus

14740AB – Bundle: 40 Skus -18” x 22”
14740F8 – Bundle: 40 Skus - Min. 2
14740JR – Jellyroll (40) 2 ½”x45” Strips - PK 4
14740LC – Layer Cake (42) 10”x10” Squares - PK 4
14740PP – (42) 5”x5” Squares - PK 12

**Wools**

24 Wools 54” 100% Wool

MWR – Bundle: 8 Red Skus -1 yard each
MWB – Bundle: 8 Blue Skus -1 yard each
MWN – Bundle: 8 Neutral Skus -1 yard each
54811ABR – Bundle: 6 Red Skus -18” x 22”
54811ABB – Bundle: 6 Blue Skus -18” x 22”
54811ABN – Bundle: 6 Neutral Skus -18” x 22”
54811LC – Layer Cake (24) 10”x10” Squares - PK 4

**Delivery August**
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